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***
*** kaye has entered Lecture Hall from p426.accesscom.net.
*** Maureen has entered Lecture Hall from 208-55-82.ipt.aol.com.
Maureen> Hi Kaye
kaye> hi Maureen
kaye> Topic is how to suceed in business
Maureen> ok
kaye> with astrological timing
Maureen> yes
kaye> my idea is to start things off with a story
Maureen> ok
kaye> My mom said Kaye I'll bet you can't save $5000
kaye> Isaid oh yes I can but let's make it interesting
kaye> we bet a banana split
kaye> have you heard this one?
*** Susan has entered Lecture Hall from host-209-214-177-142.ags.bellsouth.net.
kaye> Hi susan I'm telling about how my mom bet me a bana split that I couldn't
save $5000
kaye> I did and we both had a banana split
kaye> right about the same time my husband was fired
kaye> he said he wanted to start his own business
kaye> but he said he didn't have any money
kaye> I said I had $5000
kaye> we started the business and pretty soon we could afford a secretary
kaye> I'm the account
kaye> My husband thought he was the boss because he was the salesman
kaye> the story continues our secretary was into astrology
kaye> she loved astrology and pretty soon I caught up with her studies and
kaye> since it was 1978 before PC's we sent to Astrocomputing services for
charts
kaye> They calculated the charts for us first our families and then the business
kaye> and then every business in our building
kaye> and of course all of the secretaries
kaye> and bosses
kaye> Astrocomputing was sending us a package of charts once a week
kaye> So one thing we tried to figure out was how was it that I was able to save
the 5000 dollars
kaye> Our conclusion was that the moon was in Taurus when I opened the account
kaye> I have since tried opening savings accounts under other signs
kaye> but Moon in Taurus seems to work the best
kaye> questions?
*** Ena has entered Lecture Hall from dial44.as2.c-com.net.
Susan> What a story!
kaye> Also when I opened the account and you can check your own records to see
which one of your accounts
kaye> keeps its money
Ena> Hello everyone! Sorry I'm late and I don't want to interrupt...you all
just go ahead...I'll be in the backgound!
kaye> when I opened the account all of the first seven planets were direct.
kaye> but I know it helps to have at least Mercury and Venus and Mars direct

Susan> Should any account be opened when Mercury is retrograde?
kaye> So now you have saved your money and you want to buy something
kaye> it is best to avoid a retrograde mercury
kaye> because you'll spend all of your time at the repair shop
Susan> What about the 'shadow' period?
Susan> (I need to open an account immediately!!!!)
kaye> a retrograde Venus so it won't be a money pit
kaye> or expensive garbage
kaye> and a retrograde Mars so it will work
kaye> Now in March you get to test the retrograde Mercury starting on the 10th
and the retrograde Mars starting on the 18th
kaye> unfortuantely you won't be able to test the savings account theory
kaye> because the moon doesn't go to Taurus until he 20th of March
kaye> However there is a nice Taurus New MOon ion May16
Susan> Is there a good day for a checking account between now and March 10?
kaye> And It might be a very fine day to start a savings account even though
Mars is retrograde.
kaye> The void of course moon that we are experiencing at this moment is
another
kaye> astrological issue
kaye> as fasr as timing
kaye> as far as timing
kaye> As an astrologer the horse racing business is very frustrating
kaye> I believe that a business starts when you are paid for the first time
*** dod has entered Lecture Hall from 168-195-171.ipt.aol.com.
*** cathyc has entered Lecture Hall from 209-239-199-180.oak.jps.net.
kaye> I can't control when these horses race or when they win
kaye> Our first horse named Superdo came in fourth
Maureen> Excuse me, I need to leave for a previous appointment.
*** Maureen has left chat.
kaye> it was the first race we ran as owners of horses
kaye> he came in fourth on a void of course moon
kaye> fourth place pays $200
Susan> LOL
kaye> that meant to me that our horse business started on a void of course Moon
Susan> Oh, no!
kaye> so today with the moon void who comes in second our horse named Classic
Brush
kaye> first race we entered him in since we've owned him
kaye> very frustrating
kaye> fortunately this is a hobby business
kaye> but it's not going to be very profitable if we only get money
kaye> when the moon is void of course
Susan> LOL
kaye> which is less than 5% of the calendar year
kaye> In 1982 my friend Grace Morris started holding Astroeconomics conferences
kaye> THis is basically the date of the begining of this study of Financial
Astrology
kaye> The research we have done suggests that small mom and pop operations
kaye> need to have all the help they can get from the universe
kaye> therefore we have come to the conclusion that
kaye> when you start a business of any kind and even marriage is a business it
is
kaye> best to avoid Mercury rx, Venusrx Saturn rx and the Moon void of course
kaye> opps forgot Mars rx
kaye> ?

kaye> The starting a savings account with the moon in Taurus is so you will keep
filling it up
kaye> Our experience as business people was that the reason we survived 2
recessions
*** lisag has entered Lecture Hall from 237.houston-03-04rs.tx.dialaccess.att.net.
kaye> was that when we were totally out of money there was some in our Taurus
savings account
kaye> which had grown into a CD and we were able to borrow against it
kaye> the other businesses in our building that did not survive had borrowed
money from the bank
kaye> I know it is hard to put away money but I think it helps to have the
Taurus Moon nudging you
kaye> ?
kaye> not everyone has a mom who will bet banana splits but since I have a
Cancer Moon
kaye> I'm willing to bet each of you that you can save a chunk of $ if you open
an account on a Taurus MOon
Susan> I will!
kaye> Back to the begining of Financial Astrology. With Graces conferences we
soon found some interesting research
kaye> and we still are.
kaye> Whenever a person had some interesting research concerning the cycles of
the markets
*** cathyc has left chat.
kaye> of businesses or even agriculture
kaye> Grace invited them to speak at the conference
kaye> sometimes the research didn't work as well as hoped
kaye> sometimes it did
kaye> Bill Meridian's research worked out so well that he wrote a book
kaye> called Planetary stock trading
kaye> What I have just outlined above is the basic ideas we learn in the
Financial Astrology class
kaye> whether it is a fortune five hundred company or a mom and pop operation or
just your own
kaye> astrological practice
kaye> It is best to start with the the universe giving you as much help as
possible
kaye> ?'s
kaye> hi out there no fair eating cookies
Susan> LOL
kaye> thank you
lisag> :)
kaye> thank you
Susan> I appreciate the tips...Just started a business and haven't opened an
account yet.
kaye> Ok Susan your business will start when you collect your first payment
Susan> So you can't do an election chart for a business?
kaye> the reason I say this is that until you are paid you can quit
kaye> once you have accepted money the business begins
Susan> okay
kaye> yes you can you just have to get someone to pay you
kaye> as we speak try to get paid before March 10th
kaye> Janet Barres had the nicest new age book store in chicagoland
Susan> or wait til June when Mars goes direct?
kaye> she convinved a friend to pay her for a book at 3 am
kaye> right Susan

kaye> Janet wanted the chart for 3 am
kaye> she said she had studied this stuff long enough to be convinced that
kaye> election charts were important to a successful business
kaye> the important thing however in an election chart
kaye> is that you need sextile squares and trines
kaye> and cooperative friends
kaye> ?'s
Susan> :0
Susan> :)
kaye> Walt Disney, JP morgan are old companies that had the help of astrologers
kaye> who used the pinciples of an event chart to start their businesses
kaye> Ted Turner and Sylvester Stalone are modern examples
kaye> So here we are with all this research and Kaye sharing it with the study
groups that met at my house
kaye> in Chicago
kaye> right
kaye> One of our members opens an office on a retrograde Mercury
kaye> the telephones never worked
kaye> well they worked sporadically
kaye> she decided to open at 10 and never got there on time
Susan> LOL
kaye> she had a tough time collecting bills
kaye> We learned from her experience
kaye> The next member of the study group consulted with us
kaye> for two months before she finally was happy with a chart
kaye> to open her candy store
kaye> she sold it about 7 years later for quite a handsom profit
kaye> now she works even harder investing in the markets
kaye> I thought the candy store would be more fun
kaye> guess it is a matter of taste
kaye> ?'s
Susan> :0
Susan> :)
kaye> no one else is laughing
Susan> It must be the cookies!
lisag> I 'm laughing.... :)
Ena> LOL!
Ena> I think it's funny!
Ena> See we're paying attention, Kaye! :-)
kaye> So any way the purpose of business astrology is to save you time and money
kaye> So you can read all of the psychological astrology books
kaye> how do you suceed?
kaye> start with the basics
kaye> observe those around you
kaye> and read your ephemeris
kaye> the idea is to use the Astrology you have learned, ask questions of those
who have had
kaye> more experience and then try not to outsmart the universe
kaye> I've talked for an hour plus
Susan> LOL
lisag> :)
kaye> 18.5 years in the printing business I have a lot of practical tips like
buy business cards
kaye> get your wholesale #
kaye> open and close at the same time every day
kaye> ect.ect.ect.
kaye> Any ?'s

Susan> Thank you for sharing your time and expertise with us.
lisag> not at this time,thank you Kaye
Ena> Thank you Kaye!
kaye> ok if you Financial Astrology one adds to this lectur and Financial
Astology two goes more into equities
kaye> hope to see you there
kaye> Bye
Ena> It's always nice to experience your chats!
Susan> Bye
Ena> Bye Kaye...Bye All!
lisag> bye
*** Susan has left chat.
*** Ena has left chat.
*** dod has left chat.
*** lisag has left chat.
*** kaye has left chat.

